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MULTI LINEAR FORMULATION OF DIFFERENTIAL
GEOMETRY AND MATRIX REGULARIZATIONS
JOAKIM ARNLIND, JENS HOPPE, AND GERHARD HUISKEN
Abstract. We prove that many aspects of the differential geometry of embed-
ded Riemannian manifolds can be formulated in terms of multi linear algebraic
structures on the space of smooth functions. In particular, we find algebraic
expressions for Weingarten’s formula, the Ricci curvature and the Codazzi-
Mainardi equations.
For matrix analogues of embedded surfaces we define discrete curvatures
and Euler characteristics, and a non-commutative Gauss–Bonnet theorem is
shown to follow. We derive simple expressions for the discrete Gauss curva-
ture in terms of matrices representing the embedding coordinates, and a large
class of explicit examples is provided. Furthermore, we illustrate the fact that
techniques from differential geometry can carry over to matrix analogues by
proving that a bound on the discrete Gauss curvature implies a bound on the
eigenvalues of the discrete Laplace operator.
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1. Introduction
It is generally interesting to study in what ways information about the geometry of
a differentiable manifold Σ can be extracted as algebraic properties of the algebra
of smooth functions C8pΣq. In case Σ is a Poisson manifold, this algebra has
a second (apart from the commutative multiplication of functions) bilinear (non-
associative) algebra structure, the Poisson bracket. The bracket is compatible with
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the commutative multiplication via Leibniz rule, thus carrying the basic properties
of a derivation.
On a surface Σ, with local coordinates u1 and u2, one can define
tf, hu 
1
?
g

Bf
Bu1
Bh
Bu2

Bh
Bu1
Bf
Bu2


,
where g is the determinant of the induced metric tensor, and one readily checks that
 
C8pΣq, t, u

is a Poisson algebra. Having only this very particular combination
of derivatives at hand, it seems at first unlikely that one can encode geometric
information of Σ in Poisson algebraic expressions. Surprisingly, it turns out that
many differential geometric quantities can be computed in a completely algebraic
way, cp. Theorem 3.7 and Theorem 3.17. For instance, the Gaussian curvature of
a surface embedded in Rm can be written as
K 
m¸
j,k,l1

1
2
ttxj , xku, xkuttxj , xlu, xlu 
1
4
ttxj , xku, xluttxj , xku, xlu


,(1.1)
where xipu1, u2q are the embedding coordinates of the surface.
For a general n-dimensional manifold Σ, we are led to consider Nambu brackets
[Nam73], i.e. multi-linear alternating n-ary maps from C8pΣq      C8pΣq to
C8pΣq, defined by
tf1, . . . , fnu 
1
?
g
εa1an
 
Ba1f1

  
 
Banfn

.
In the case of surfaces, our initial motivation for studying the problem came from
matrix regularizations of Membrane Theory. Classical solutions in Membrane The-
ory are 3-manifolds with vanishing mean curvature in R1,d. Considering one of the
coordinates to be time, the problem can also be formulated in a dynamical way
as surfaces sweeping out volumes of vanishing mean curvature. In this context, a
regularization was introduced replacing the infinite dimensional function algebra
on the surface by an algebra of N  N matrices [GH82]. If we let Tα be a linear
map from smooth functions to hermitian NαNα matrices, the main properties of
the regularization are
lim
αÑ8
||TαpfqTαpgq  Tαpfgq||  0,
lim
αÑ8








1
i~α
rTαpfq, Tαphqs  Tαptf, huq








 0,
where ~α is a real valued function tending to zero as Nα Ñ 8 (see Section 4 for
details), and therefore it is natural to regularize the system by replacing (commu-
tative) multiplication of functions by (non-commutative) multiplication of matrices
and Poisson brackets of functions by commutators of matrices.
Although we may very well consider Tαp
Bf
Bu1
q, its relation to Tαpfq is in general
not simple. However, the particular combination of derivatives in Tαptf, huq is ex-
pressed in terms of a commutator of Tαpfq and Tαphq. In the context of Membrane
Theory, it is desirable to have geometrical quantities in a form that can easily be
regularized, which is the case for any expression constructed out of multiplications
and Poisson brackets. For instance, solving the equations of motion for the reg-
ularized membrane gives sequences of matrices that correspond to the embedding
coordinates of the surface. Since the set of solutions contains regularizations of
3surfaces of arbitrary topology, one would like to be able to compute the genus cor-
responding to particular solutions. The regularized form of (1.1) provides a way of
resolving this problem.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the relevant notation
by recalling some basic facts about submanifolds. In Section 3 we formulate several
basic differential geometric objects in terms of Nambu brackets, and in Section 3.1
we provide a construction of a set of orthonormal basis vectors of the normal space.
Section 3.2 is devoted to the study of the Codazzi-Mainardi equations and how
one can rewrite them in terms of Nambu brackets. In Section 3.4 we study the
particular case of surfaces, for which many of the introduced formulas and concepts
are particularly nice and in which case one can construct the complex structure in
terms of Poisson brackets.
In the second part of the paper, starting with Section 4, we study the implications
of our results for matrix regularizations of compact surfaces. In particular, a discrete
version of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem is derived in Section 4.1 and a proof that the
discrete Gauss curvature bounds the eigenvalues of the discrete Laplacian is found
in Section 4.4.
2. Preliminaries
To introduce the relevant notations, we shall recall some basic facts about submani-
folds, in particular Gauss’ and Weingarten’s equations (see e.g. [KN96a, KN96b] for
details). For n ¥ 2, let Σ be a n-dimensional manifold embedded in a Riemannian
manifold M with dimM  n  p  m. Local coordinates on M will be denoted by
x1, . . . , xm, local coordinates on Σ by u1, . . . , un, and we regard x1, . . . , xm as being
functions of u1, . . . , un providing the embedding of Σ in M . The metric tensor on
M is denoted by g¯ij and the induced metric on Σ by gab; indices i, j, k, l, n run from
1 to m, indices a, b, c, d, p, q run from 1 to n and indices A,B,C,D run from 1 to
p. Furthermore, the covariant derivative and the Christoffel symbols in M will be
denoted by ∇¯ and Γ¯ijk respectively.
The tangent space TΣ is regarded as a subspace of the tangent space TM and
at each point of Σ one can choose ea  pBax
i
qBi as basis vectors in TΣ, and in this
basis we define gab  g¯pea, ebq. Moreover, we choose a set of normal vectors NA,
for A  1, . . . , p, such that g¯pNA, NBq  δAB and g¯pNA, eaq  0.
The formulas of Gauss and Weingarten split the covariant derivative in M into
tangential and normal components as
∇¯XY  ∇XY   αpX,Y q(2.1)
∇¯XNA  WApXq  DXNA(2.2)
where X,Y P TΣ and ∇XY , WApXq P TΣ and αpX,Y q, DXNA P TΣ
K. By
expanding αpX,Y q in the basis tN1, . . . , Npu one can write (2.1) as
∇¯XY  ∇XY  
p¸
A1
hApX,Y qNA,(2.3)
and we set hA,ab  hApea, ebq. From the above equations one derives the relation
hA,ab  g¯
 
ea, ∇¯bNA

,(2.4)
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as well as Weingarten’s equation
hApX,Y q  g¯
 
WApXq, Y

,(2.5)
which implies that pWAq
a
b  g
achA,cb, where g
ab denotes the inverse of gab.
From formulas (2.1) and (2.2) one obtains Gauss’ equation, i.e. an expression
for the curvature R of Σ in terms of the curvature R¯ of M , as
g
 
RpX,Y qZ, V

 g¯
 
R¯pX,Y qZ, V

 g¯
 
αpX,Zq, αpY, V q

  g¯
 
αpY, Zq, αpX,V q

,
(2.6)
where X,Y, Z, V P TΣ. As we shall later on consider the Ricci curvature, let us
note that (2.6) implies
R
p
b  g
pdgacg¯
 
R¯pec, edqeb, ea

 
p¸
A1

pWAq
a
apWAq
p
b  pW
2
Aq
p
b

(2.7)
where R is the Ricci curvature of Σ considered as a map TΣÑ TΣ. We also recall
the mean curvature vector, defined as
H 
1
n
p¸
A1
 
trWA

NA.(2.8)
3. Nambu bracket formulation
In this section we will prove that one can express many aspects of the differential
geometry of an embedded manifold Σ in terms of a Nambu bracket introduced on
C8pΣq. Let ρ : ΣÑ R be an arbitrary non-vanishing density and define
tf1, . . . , fnu 
1
ρ
εa1an
 
Ba1f1

  
 
Banfn

(3.1)
for all f1, . . . , fn P C
8
pΣq, where εa1an is the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita
symbol with ε12n  1. Together with this multi-linear map, Σ is a Nambu-Poisson
manifold.
The above Nambu bracket arises from the choice of a volume form on Σ. Namely,
let ω be a volume form and define tf1, . . . , fnu via the formula
tf1, . . . , fnuω  df1 ^    ^ dfn.(3.2)
Writing ω  ρ du1 ^    ^ dun in local coordinates, and evaluating both sides of
(3.2) on the tangent vectors Bu1 , . . . , Bun gives
tf1, . . . , fnu 
1
ρ
det

Bpf1, . . . , fnq
Bpu1, . . . , unq



1
ρ
εa1an
 
Ba1f1

  
 
Banfn

.
To define the objects which we will consider, it is convenient to introduce some
notation. Let x1pu1, . . . , unq, . . . , xmpu1, . . . , unq be the embedding coordinates of
Σ intoM , and let niApu
1, . . . , unq denote the components of the orthonormal vectors
NA, normal to TΣ. Using multi-indices I  i1    in1 and ~a  a1    an1 we define
tf, ~xIu  tf, xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin1u
tf, ~nIAu  tf, n
i1
A , n
i2
A , . . . , n
in1
A u,
5together with
B~a~x
I

 
Ba1x
i1
 
Ba2x
i2

  
 
Ban1x
in1

 
∇¯~a~nA
I

 
∇¯a1NA
i1 
∇¯a2NA
i2
  
 
∇¯an1NA
in1
g¯IJ  g¯i1j1 g¯i2j2    g¯in1jn1
g~a~c  ga1c1ga2c2    gan1cn1.
We now introduce the main objects of our study
P
iJ

1
a
pn 1q!
txi, ~xJu 
1
a
pn 1q!
εa~a
ρ
 
Bax
i
 
B~a~x
J

(3.3)
SiJA 
p1qn
a
pn 1q!
εa~a
ρ
 
Bax
i
 
∇¯~a~nA
J
(3.4)
T
Ij
A 
p1qn
a
pn 1q!
ε~aa
ρ
 
B~a~x
I
 
∇¯aNA
j
(3.5)
from which we construct
 
P2
ik
 P iIPkJ g¯IJ(3.6)
 
BA
ik
 P iIpTAq
Jk g¯IJ(3.7)
 
SATA
ik
 pSAq
iI
pTAq
Jkg¯IJ .(3.8)
By lowering the second index with the metric g¯, we will also consider P2, BA and
TASA as maps TM Ñ TM . Note that both SA and TA can be written in terms of
Nambu brackets, e.g.
T
Ij
A 
p1qn
a
pn 1q!

t~xI , n
j
Au   t~x
I , xkuΓ¯jkln
l
A

.
Let us now investigate some properties of the maps defined above. As it will appear
frequently, we define
γ 
?
g
ρ
.(3.9)
It is useful to note that (cp. Proposition 3.3)
γ2 
m¸
i,j,I,J1
1
n!
g¯ijtx
i, ~xIug¯IJtx
j , ~xJu,
and to recall the cofactor expansion of the inverse of a matrix:
Lemma 3.1. Let gab denote the inverse of gab and g  detpgabq. Then
ggba 
1
pn 1q!
εaa1an1εbb1bn1ga1b1ga2b2    gan1bn1 .(3.10)
Proposition 3.2. For X P TM it holds that
P
2
pXq  γ2g¯pX, eaqg
abeb(3.11)
BApXq  γ
2g¯pX, ∇¯aNAqg
abeb(3.12)
SATApXq  γ
2
pdetWAqg¯pX, ∇¯aNAqh
ab
A eb,(3.13)
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and for Y P TΣ one obtains
P2pY q  γ2Y(3.14)
BApY q  γ
2WApY q(3.15)
SATApY q  γ
2
pdetWAqY.(3.16)
Proof. Let us provide a proof for equations (3.11) and (3.14); the other formulas
can be proved analogously.
P2pXq  P iIPjJ g¯IJ g¯jkX
k
Bi 
εa~aεc~c
ρ2pn 1q!
 
Bax
i
 
B~ax
I
 
Bcx
j
 
B~cx
J

g¯IJ g¯jkX
k
Bi

εa~aεc~c
ρ2pn 1q!
ga1c1    gan1cn1
 
Bax
i
 
Bcx
j

g¯jkX
k
Bi
 γ2gac
 
Bax
i
 
Bcx
j

g¯jkX
k
Bi  γ
2g¯pX, ecqg
caea.
Choosing a tangent vector Y  Y cec gives immediately that P
2
pY q  γ2Y . 
For a map B : TM Ñ TM we denote the trace by TrB  Bii and for a map
W : TΣÑ TΣ we denote the trace by trW W aa .
Proposition 3.3. It holds that
1
n
TrP2  γ2(3.17)
TrBA  γ
2 trWA(3.18)
1
n
TrSATA  γ
2
pdetWAq.(3.19)
Remark 3.4. For a hypersurface (with normal N  niBi) in R
n 1,
detW  p1qn
txi1 , . . . , xinutni1 , . . . , ninu
txk1 , . . . , xknutxk1 , . . . , xknu
(3.20)

1
γn!
εi1initni1 , . . . , ninuni,
the signed ratio of infinitesimal volumes swept out on Sn (by N), resp Σ (which
can easily be obtained directly by simply writing out the determinant of the second
fundamental form, h  detpBax
i
Bbniq); in fact, all the symmetric functions of the
principal curvatures are related to ratios of products of two Nambu brackets (cp.
the paragraph after Proposition 3.11). Namely, the k’th symmetric curvature is
given by
p1qk
txi1 , . . . , xinutni1 , . . . , nik , xik 1 , . . . , xinu
txk1 , . . . , xknutxk1 , . . . , xknu
.(3.21)
A direct consequence of Propositions 3.2 and 3.3 is that one can write the projection
onto TΣ, as well as the mean curvature vector, in terms of Nambu brackets.
Proposition 3.5. The map
γ2P2 
n
TrP2
P
2 : TM Ñ TΣ(3.22)
7is the orthogonal projection of TM onto TΣ. Furthermore, the mean curvature
vector can be written as
H 
1
TrP2
p¸
A1
 
TrBA

NA.
Proposition 3.2 tells us that γ2BA equals the Weingarten mapWA, when restricted
to TΣ. What is the geometrical meaning of BA acting on a normal vector? It turns
out that the maps BA also provide information about the covariant derivative in
the normal space. If one defines pDXqAB through
DXNA 
p¸
B1
pDXqABNB
for X P TΣ, then one can prove the following relation to the maps BA.
Proposition 3.6. For X P TΣ it holds that
g¯
 
BBpNAq, X

 γ2
 
DX

AB
.(3.23)
Proof. For a vector X  Xaea, it follows from Weingarten’s formula (2.2) that
pDXqAB  g¯
 
∇¯XNA, NB

.
On the other hand, with the formula from Proposition 3.2, one computes
g¯
 
BBpNAq, X

 γ2g¯
 
NA, ∇¯aNB

gabgbcX
c
 γ2g¯
 
NA, ∇¯XNB

 γ2pDXqBA  γ
2
pDXqAB .
The last equality is due to the fact that D is a covariant derivative, which implies
that 0  DX g¯pNA, NBq  g¯pDXNA, NBq   g¯pNA, DXNBq. 
Thus, one can write Weingarten’s formula as
γ2∇¯XNA  BApXq  
p¸
B1
g¯
 
BBpNAq, X

NB,(3.24)
and since hApX,Y q  γ
2g¯pBApXq, Y q Gauss’ formula becomes
∇¯XY  ∇XY  
1
γ2
p¸
A1
g¯
 
BApXq, Y

NA.(3.25)
Let us now turn our attention to the curvature of Σ. Since Nambu brackets involve
sums over all vectors in the basis of TΣ, one can not expect to find expressions
for quantities that involve a choice of tangent plane, e.g. the sectional curvature
(unless Σ is a surface). However, it turns out that one can write the Ricci curvature
as an expression involving Nambu brackets.
Theorem 3.7. Let R be the Ricci curvature of Σ, considered as a map TΣÑ TΣ,
and let R denote the scalar curvature. For any X P TΣ it holds that
RpXq 
1
γ4
 
P2
ik 
P2
lm
R¯ijklX
j
Bm  
1
γ4
p¸
A1

pTrBAqBApXq  B
2
ApXq

(3.26)
R 
1
γ4
 
P2
ik 
P2
jl
R¯ijkl  
1
γ4
p¸
A1

pTrBAq
2
 TrB2ApXq

,(3.27)
where R¯ is the curvature tensor of M .
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Proof. The Ricci curvature of Σ is defined as
R
p
b  g
acgpdg
 
Rpec, edqeb, ea

and from Gauss’ equation (2.6) it follows that
R
p
b  g
pdgacg¯
 
R¯pec, edqeb, ea

  gacgpd
p¸
A1

hA,bdhA,ac  hA,bchA,ad
	
.
Since pWAq
a
b  g
achA,cb one obtains
R
p
b  g
acgpdg¯
 
R¯pec, edqeb, ea

 
p¸
A1

 
trWA

pWAq
p
b  pW
2
Aq
p
b

,
and as BApXq  γ
2WApXq for any X P TΣ, and TrBA  γ
2 trWA, one has
RpXq  gacgpdg¯
 
R¯pec, edqeb, ea

Xbep  
1
γ4
p¸
A1

 
TrBA

BApXq  B
2
ApXq

.
By expanding the first term as
gacgpdXbR¯ijkl
 
Bax
i
 
Bbx
j
 
Bcx
k
 
Bdx
l
 
Bpx
m

Bm

1
g2pn 1q!2
εp~pεd
~dg
~p~d
εa~aεc~cg~a~cX
bR¯ijkl
 
Bax
i
 
Bbx
j
 
Bcx
k
 
Bdx
l
 
Bpx
m

Bm
 . . . 
1
γ4
 
P2
ik 
P2
lm
R¯ijklX
j
Bm
one obtains the desired result. 
3.1. Construction of normal vectors. The results in Section 3 involve Nambu
brackets of the embedding coordinates and the components of the normal vectors.
In this section we will prove that one can replace sums over normal vectors by sums
of Nambu brackets of the embedding coordinates, thus providing expressions that
do not involve normal vectors.
It will be convenient to introduce yet another multi-index; namely, we let α 
i1 . . . ip1 consist of p 1 indices all taking values between 1 and m.
Proposition 3.8. For any value of the multi-index α, the vector
Zα 
1
γ
 
n!
a
pp 1q!
 g¯ijεjk1knαtx
k1 , . . . , xknuBi,(3.28)
where εi1im is the Levi-Civita tensor of M , is normal to TΣ, i.e. g¯pZα, eaq  0
for a  1, 2, . . . , n. For hypersurfaces (p  1), equation (3.28) defines a unique
normal vector of unit length.
Proof. To prove that Zα are normal vectors, one simply notes that
γ
 
n!
a
pp 1q!

g¯pZα, eaq 
1
ρ
εa1anεjk1knα
 
Bax
j
 
Ba1x
k1

  
 
Banx
kn

 0,
since the n   1 indices a, a1, . . . , an can only take on n different values and since
pBax
j
qpBa1x
k1
q    pBanx
kn
q is contracted with εjk1knα which is completely anti-
symmetric in j, k1, . . . , kn. Let us now calculate |Z|
2
 g¯pZ,Zq when p  1. Using
9that1
εik1knε
il1ln
 δ
rl1
rk1
   δ
lns
kns
one obtains
|Z|2 
1
γ2n!2
g¯l1l11    g¯lnl1nεik1knε
il1ln
txk1 , . . . , xknutxl
1
1 , . . . , xl
1
n
u

1
γ2n!2
g¯l1l11    g¯lnl1nδ
rl1
rk1
   δ
lns
kns
txk1 , . . . , xknutxl
1
1 , . . . , xl
1
n
u

1
γ2n!
txl1 , . . . , xlnug¯l1l11    g¯lnl1ntx
l1
1 , . . . , xl
1
n
u

1
γ2n!
pn 1q! TrP2 
1
γ2n!
pn 1q!nγ2  1,
which proves that Z has unit length. 
If the codimension is greater than one, Zα defines more than p non-zero normal
vectors that do not in general fulfill any orthonormality conditions. In principle,
one can now apply the Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization procedure to obtain a set
of p orthonormal vectors. However, it turns out that one can use Zα to construct
another set of normal vectors, avoiding explicit use of the Gram-Schmidt procedure;
namely, introduce
Zβα  g¯pZα, Z
β
q,
and consider it as a matrix over multi-indices α and β. As such, the matrix is
symmetric (with respect to g¯αβ  g¯i1j1    g¯ip1jp1) and we let Eα
β , µα denote or-
thonormal eigenvectors (i.e. g¯δσE
δ
αE
σ
β  δαβ) and their corresponding eigenvalues.
Using these eigenvectors to define
Nˆα  E
β
αZβ
one finds that g¯pNˆα, Nˆβq  µαδαβ , i.e. the vectors are orthogonal.
Proposition 3.9. For Zβα  g¯ijZ
i
αZ
jβ it holds that
ZδαZ
β
δ  Z
β
α(3.29)
Z
α
α  p.(3.30)
Proof. Both statements can be easily proved once one has the following result
ZiαZ
jα
 g¯ij 
1
γ2
 
P2
ij
,(3.31)
which is obtained by using that
εkk1 knαε
ll1lnα
 pp 1q!

δ
rl
rk
δl1k1    δ
lns
kns
	
.
Formula (3.30) is now immediate, and to obtain (3.29) one notes that since Zα P
TΣK it holds that P2pZαq  0, due to the fact that P
2 is proportional to the
projection onto TΣ. 
1In our convention, no combinatorial factor is included in the anti-symmetrization; for instance,
δ
ri
rk
δ
js
ls
 δi
k
δ
j
l
 δi
l
δ
j
k
.
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From Proposition 3.9 it follows that an eigenvalue of Z is either 0 or 1, which
implies that Nˆα  0 or g¯pNˆα, Nˆαq  1, and that the number of non-zero vectors is
TrZ  Zαα  p. Hence, the p non-zero vectors among Nˆα constitute an orthonormal
basis of TΣK, and it follows that one can replace any sum over normal vectors NA
by a sum over the multi-index of Nˆα. As an example, let us work out some explicit
expressions in the case when M  Rm.
Proposition 3.10. Assume that M  Rm and that all repeated indices are summed
over. For any X P TΣ one has
p¸
A1
 
TrBA

BApXq
i

1
pn 1q!2
Πjkttxj , ~xJu, ~xJutxi, ~xIutXk, ~xIu(3.32)
p¸
A1
B
2
ApXq
i

1
pn 1q!2
Πjktxi, ~xIuttxj , ~xJutXk, ~xJu, ~xIu(3.33)
p¸
A1
 
TrBA

N iA 
p1qn
pn 1q!
Πikttxk, ~xIu, ~xIu(3.34)
where
Πij  δij 
1
γ2
 
P
2
ij
(3.35)
is the projection onto the normal space.
Proof. Let us prove formula (3.32); the other formulas can be proven analogously.
One rewrites
 
TrBA

BApXq
i

1
pn 1q!2
txj , ~xJut~xJ , n
j
Autx
i, ~xIut~xI , nkAuX
k

1
pn 1q!2
n
j
An
k
At~x
J , txj , ~xJuutxi, ~xIut~xI , Xku
since njAtx
j , ~xJu  nkAX
k
 0, due to the fact that NA is a normal vector. By
replacing njAn
k
A with Nˆ
j
αNˆ
k
α and using the fact that
Nˆ iαNˆ
j
α  δ
ij

1
γ2
 
P2
ij
one obtains
 
TrBA

BApXq
i

1
pn 1q!2
Πjkttxj , ~xJu, ~xJutxi, ~xIutXk, ~xIu. 
For hypersurfaces in Rn 1, the “Theorema Egregium” states that the determinant
of the Weingarten map, i.e the “Gaussian curvature”, is an invariant (up to a
sign when Σ is odd-dimensional) under isometries (this is in fact also true for
hypersurfaces in a manifold of constant sectional curvature). From Proposition 3.3
we know that one can express detWA in terms of TrSATA.
Proposition 3.11. Let Σ be a hypersurface in Rn 1 and let W denote the Wein-
garten map with respect to the unit normal
Z 
1
γn!
g¯ijεjkKtx
k, ~xKu.
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Then one can write detW as
detW  
1
γpγn!qn 1
¸
εilLεj1k1K1    εjn1kn1Kn1
 txi, txk1 , ~xK1u, . . . , txkn1 , ~xKn1uut~xJ , txl, ~xLuu.
In fact, one can express all the elementary symmetric functions of the principle cur-
vatures in terms of Nambu brackets as follows: The elementary symmetric functions
of the eigenvalues of W is given (up to a sign) as the coefficients of the polynomial
detpWt1q. Since BpXq  0 for all X P TΣK and BpXq  γ2W pXq for all X P TΣ,
it holds that
t detpW  t1nq  detpγ
2
B  t1n 1q 
1
γ2pn 1q
detpB  tγ21n 1q
which implies that the coefficient of tk in detpW  t1q is given by the coefficient of
tk 1 in  detpB  tγ21qγ2pnkq.
3.2. The Codazzi-Mainardi equations. When studying the geometry of em-
bedded manifolds, the Codazzi-Mainardi equations are very useful. In this section
we reformulate these equations in terms of Nambu brackets.
The Codazzi-Mainardi equations express the normal component of R¯pX,Y qZ in
terms of the second fundamental forms; namely
g¯
 
R¯pX,Y qZ,NA


 
∇XhA

pY, Zq 
 
∇Y hA

pX,Zq
 
p¸
A1

g¯pDXNB, NAqhBpY, Zq  g¯pDYNB, NAqhBpX,Zq

,
(3.36)
for X,Y, Z P TΣ and A  1, . . . , p. Defining
WApX,Y q 
 
∇XWA

pY q 
 
∇YWA

pXq
 
p¸
B1

g¯pDXNB, NAqWBpY q  g¯pDYNB, NAqWBpXq
(3.37)
one can rewrite the Codazzi-Mainardi equations as follows.
Proposition 3.12. Let Π denote the projection onto TΣK. Then the Codazzi-
Mainardi equations are equivalent to
WApX,Y q  p1Πq
 
R¯pX,Y qNA

(3.38)
for X,Y P TΣ and A  1, . . . , p.
Proof. Since hApX,Y q  g¯pWApXq, Y q (by Weingarten’s equation) one can rewrite
(3.36) as
g¯
 
WApX,Y q, Z

 g¯
 
R¯pX,Y qZ,NA

,(3.39)
and since g¯pR¯pX,Y qZ,NAq  g¯pR¯pX,Y qNA, Zq this becomes
g¯
 
WApX,Y q   R¯pX,Y qNA, Z

 0.(3.40)
That this holds for all Z P TΣ is equivalent to saying that
p1 Πq
 
WApX,Y q   R¯pX,Y qNA

 0,(3.41)
from which (3.38) follows since WApX,Y q P TΣ. 
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Note that since γ2P2 is the projection onto TΣ one can write (3.38) as
γ2WApX,Y q  P
2
 
R¯pX,Y qNA

.(3.42)
Since both WA and DX can be expressed in terms of BA, one obtains the following
expression for WA:
Proposition 3.13. For X,Y P TΣ one has
γ2WApX,Y q 
 
∇¯XBA

pY q 
 
∇¯Y BA

pXq

1
γ2

 
∇Xγ
2

BApY q 
 
∇Y γ
2

BApXq

 
1
γ2
p¸
B1

g¯
 
BApNBq, X

BBpY q  g¯
 
BApNBq, Y

BBpXq

.
As the aim is to express the Codazzi-Mainardi equations in terms of Nambu brack-
ets, we will introduce maps CA that is defined in terms of WA and can be written
as expressions involving Nambu brackets.
Definition 3.14. The maps CA : C
8
pΣq      C8pΣq Ñ TΣ are defined as
CApf1, . . . , fn2q 
1
2ρ
εaba1an2WApea, ebq
 
Ba1f1

  
 
Ban2fn2

(3.43)
for A  1, . . . , p and n ¥ 3. When n  2, CA is defined as
CA 
1
2ρ
εabWApea, ebq.
Proposition 3.15. Let tg1, g2uf  tg1, g2, f1, . . . , fn2u. Then
CApf1, . . . ,fn2q
i

 
γ2pBAq
i
k, x
k
(
f
 
1
γ2
 
xj , xl
(
f

Γ¯ijkpBAq
k
l  pBAq
i
kΓ¯
k
jl


1
γ2
p¸
B1

 
nkA, x
l
(
f
pBBq
i
l   Γ¯
k
lj
 
xl, xm
(
f
n
j
ApBBq
i
m

pnBqk.
Remark 3.16. In case Σ is a hypersurface, the expression for C  C1 simplifies to
Cpf1, . . . , fn2q
i

 
γ2Bik, x
k
(
f
 
1
γ2
 
xj , xl
(
f

Γ¯ijkB
k
l  B
i
kΓ¯
k
jl

,
since DXN  0.
It follows from Proposition 3.12 that we can reformulate the Codazzi-Mainardi
equations in terms of CA:
Theorem 3.17. For all f1, . . . , fn2 P C
8
pΣq it holds that
γ2CApf1, . . . , fn2q  pP
2
q
i
j

txk, Γ¯jkj1uf 
 
xk, xl
(
f
Γ¯mlj1 Γ¯
j
km

n
j1
ABi,(3.44)
for A  1, . . . , p, where tg1, g2uf  tg1, g2, f1, . . . , fn2u.
Proof. As noted previously, one can write the Codazzi-Mainardi equations as
γ2WApX,Y q  P
2
 
R¯pX,Y qNA

.
That the above equation holds for all X,Y P TΣ is equivalent to saying that
γ2
1
2ρ
εaba1an2WApea, ebq  
1
2ρ
εaba1an2P2
 
R¯pea, ebqNA

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for all values of a1, . . . , an2 P t1, . . . , nu; furthermore, this is equivalent to
γ2CApf1, . . . , fn2q  
1
2ρ
εaba1an2P2
 
R¯pea, ebqNA

pBa1f1q    pBan2fn2q
for all f1, . . . , fn2 P C
8
pΣq. It is now straightforward to show that

1
2ρ
εaba1an1
 
R¯pea, ebqNA
i
pBa1f1q    pBan2fn2q


txk, Γ¯ikjuf 
 
xk, xl
(
f
Γ¯mlj Γ¯
i
km
	
n
j
A,
which proves the statement. 
If M is a space of constant curvature (in which case g¯pR¯pX,Y qZ,NAq  0), then
Theorem 3.17 states that
CApf1, . . . , fn2q  0(3.45)
for all f1, . . . , fn2 P C
8
pΣq. Furthermore, if M  Rm, then (3.44) becomes
γ2
 
γ2pBAq
i
k, x
k
(
f

p¸
B1

 
nkA, x
l
(
f
pBBq
i
l

pnBqk  0.(3.46)
3.3. Covariant derivatives. Equation (3.25) tells us that knowing ∇¯XY , for
X,Y P TΣ, one can compute ∇XY through the formula
∇XY  ∇¯XY 
1
γ2
p¸
A1
g¯
 
BApXq, Y

NA,
which requires explicit knowledge about the normal vectors. Are there other quanti-
ties involving∇ that can be computed solely in terms of the embedding coordinates?
We will now show that the two derivations
DIpuq 
1
γ
a
pn 1q!
tu, ~xIu(3.47)
Dipuq  g¯IJD
I
pxiqDJ puq,(3.48)
can be considered as analogues of covariant derivatives on Σ. Their indices are
lowered by the ambient metric g¯ij . Let us start by showing that several standard
formulas involving covariant derivatives with contracted indices also hold for our
newly defined derivations.
Proposition 3.18. For u, v P C8pΣq it holds that
∇u  DipuqBi  DIpuqD
I
pxiqBi(3.49)
g
 
∇u,∇v

 DipuqD
i
pvq  DIpuqD
I
pvq(3.50)
∆puq  DiD
i
puq  DID
I
puq(3.51)
|∇2u|2  DiD
j
puqDjD
i
puq  DID
J
puqDJD
I
puq(3.52)
Proof. The most convenient way of proving the above identities is to work in a
coordinate system where u1, . . . , un are normal coordinates. In particular, this
implies that Γabc  0, which is equivalent to g¯ijpBax
i
qB
2
bcx
j
 0. Let us now prove
formula (3.52) for the operators DI .
Let us first note that in normal coordinate one obtains
|∇
2u|2 
 
∇a∇bu
 
∇c∇du

gacgbd  gacgbd
 
B
2
abu
 
B
2
cdu

.
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We now compute
DID
J
puqDJD
I
puq 
1
γ2pn 1q!2
tγ1tu, ~xJu, ~xKug¯KItγ
1
tu, ~xIu, ~xLug¯LJ

1
g2pn 1q!2
εa~aBa
 
εp~ppBpuqpB~p~x
J
q
 
B~a~x
K

g¯KIε
c~c
Bc
 
εq~qpBquqpB~q~x
I
q
 
B~c~x
L

g¯LJ
The terms involving BaB~p~x
J and BcB~q~x
I vanish since they appear in combinations
such as pBaB~p~x
J
qpB~c~x
L
qg¯LJ which is zero due to the presence of a normal coordinate
system. Thus,
DID
J
puqDJD
I
puq 
1
g2pn 1q!2
εa~aεq~qg~a~qε
p~pεc~cg~p~c
 
B
2
apu
 
B
2
cqu

 gaqgpc
 
B
2
apu
 
B
2
cqu

 |∇
2u|2.
The other formulas can be proved analogously. 
By definition, the curvature tenor of Σ arises when one commutes two covariant
derivatives. In light of Theorem 3.7, one may ask if there is a similar Nambu
bracket relation which gives rise to the Ricci curvature. A particular example that
introduces curvature is the following
(3.53) p∇auq∇a∇b∇
bu  p∇auq∇b∇a∇
bu gpRp∇uq,∇uq.
Since p∇auq∇a∇b∇
bu  gp∇u,∇∆uq, it follows from Proposition 3.18 that one can
write it as
(3.54) p∇auq∇a∇b∇
bu  DipuqD
iDjD
j
puq  DIpuqD
IDJD
J
puq,
and the term in (3.53) involving the Ricci curvature is written in terms of Nambu
brackets through Theorem 3.7. Using the relation
(3.55) ∆
 
|∇u|2

 2
 
∇au

∇b∇a∇bu  2|∇
2u|2,
and (3.52) one obtains
 
∇au

∇b∇a∇bu 
1
2
DiD
i
 
DjpuqD
j
puq

DiD
j
puqDjD
i
puq
 DipuqD
jDjD
i
puq   vDi,D
j
wpuqDiD
j
puq,
where vDi,Djw denotes the commutator with respect to composition of operators.
Thus, we arrive at the following result:
Proposition 3.19. Let R be the Ricci curvature of Σ and let u P C8pΣq. Then it
holds that
DipuqD
iDjD
j
puq  DipuqD
jDjD
i
puq   vDi,D
j
wpuqDiD
j
puq  gpRp∇uq,∇uq
DIpuqD
IDJD
J
puq  DIpuqD
JDJD
I
puq   vDI , D
J
wpuqDID
J
puq  gpRp∇uq,∇uq.
Note that it follows from Theorem 3.7 that the term gpRp∇uq,∇uq can be written
in terms of Nambu brackets. If the formulas in Proposition 3.19 are integrated,
one arrives at expressions whose index structure closely resembles that of equation
(3.53). Namely, by partial integration one obtains
»

DIpuqD
JDJD
I
puq   vDI , D
J
wpuqDID
J
puq
	
?
g 
»
DIpuqDJD
IDJpuq
?
g,
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which implies
»
DIpuqDID
JDJpuq
?
g 
»

DIpuqDJD
IDJ puq  gpRp∇uq,∇uq
	
?
g.(3.56)
Note that since the operators DI contain a factor of γ1, the integration is actually
performed with respect to ρ, as γ1
?
g  ρ.
The derivations DI and Di have indices of the ambient spaceM ; do they exhibit
any tensorial properties? The object Dipuq transforms as a tensor in the ambient
space M , i.e.
D
i
ypuq 
1
γ2pn 1q!
tu, ~yIug¯IJpyqty
i, ~yJu

1
γ2pn 1q!
Byi
Bxk
tu, ~xIug¯IJpxqtx
k , ~xJu 
Byi
Bxk
Dkxpuq,
but this does not hold for the next order derivative DiDjpuq due to the second
derivatives on the embedding functions. One can however “covariantize” this object
by adding extra terms.
Proposition 3.20. Define ∇ij acting on u P C8pΣq as
∇ijpuq 
1
2

DiDjpuq  DjDipuq Du
 
Dipxjq

	
,(3.57)
where Dupfq  1
γ2pn1q!
tf, ~xIug¯IJtu, ~x
J
u. Then ∇ijpuq transforms as a tensor in
M , i.e.
∇
ij
y puq 
Byi
Bxk
Byj
Bxl
∇
kl
x puq,
and for all X,Y P TΣ it holds that
∇ijpuqX
iY j 
 
∇a∇bu

XaY b.
In particular, this implies that g¯ij∇
ij
puq  ∆puq and g¯ij g¯kl∇
ik
puq∇jlpuq  |∇2u|2.
3.4. Embedded surfaces. Let us now turn to the special case when Σ is a surface.
For surfaces, the tensors P , SA and TA are themselves maps from TM to TM ,
and SA coincides with TA. Moreover, since the second fundamental forms can be
considered as 2 2 matrices, one has the identity
2 detWA 
 
trWA
2
 trW 2A,
which implies that the scalar curvature can be written as
R 
1
γ4
 
P2
ik 
P2
jl
R¯ijkl   2
p¸
A1
detWA.
Thus, defining the Gaussian curvature K to be one half of the above expression
(which also coincides with the sectional curvature), one obtains
K 
1
2γ4
 
P
2
ik 
P
2
jl
R¯ijkl 
1
2γ2
p¸
A1
TrS2A,(3.58)
which in the case when M  Rm becomes
K  
1
2γ2
p¸
A1
m¸
i,j1
txi, n
j
Autx
j , niAu,(3.59)
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and by using the normal vectors Zα the expression for K can be written as
K  
1
8γ4pp 1q!
¸
εjklIεimnItx
i, txk, xluutxj , txm, xnuu

1
γ4

1
2
ttxj , xku, xkuttxj , xlu, xlu 
1
4
ttxj , xku, xluttxj , xku, xlu


.
(3.60)
To every Riemannian metric on Σ one can associate an almost complex structure
J through the formula
J pXq 
1
?
g
εacgcbX
bea,
and since on a two dimensional manifold any almost complex structure is integrable,
J is a complex structure on Σ. For X P TM one has
PpXq  
1
γ
?
g
g¯
 
X, ea

εabeb,(3.61)
and it follows that one can express the complex structure in terms of P .
Theorem 3.21. Defining JM pXq  γPpXq for all X P TM it holds that JM pY q 
J pY q for all Y P TΣ. That is, γP defines a complex structure on TΣ.
Let us now turn to the Codazzi-Mainardi equations for surfaces. In this case, the
map CA becomes a tangent vector and one can easily see in Proposition 3.15 that
the sum in the expression for CA can be written in a slightly more compact form,
namely
CA 
 
γ2pBAq
i
k, x
k
(
Bi  
1
γ2
 
xj , xl
(

Γ¯ijkpBAq
k
l  pBAq
i
kΓ¯
k
jl

 
1
γ2
p¸
B1
BBSApNBq.
Thus, for surfaces embedded in Rm the Codazzi-Mainardi equations become
m¸
j,k1
 
γ2txi, xjutxj , nkAu, x
k
(
Bi  
1
γ2
p¸
B1
BBSApNBq  0,
and in R3 one has
3¸
j,k1
 
γ2txi, xjutxj , nku, xk
(
 0.(3.62)
Let us note that one can rewrite these equations using the following result:
Proposition 3.22. For M  Rm and i  1, . . . ,m it holds that
m¸
j,k1
 
ftxi, xjutxj , nku, xk
(

m¸
j,k1
 
ftxi, xjutxj , xku, nk
(
(3.63)
for any normal vector N  niBi and any f P C
8
pΣq.
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Proof. We start by recalling that for any g P C8pΣq it holds that
°m
i1tg, x
i
uni  0,
since it involves the scalar product g¯pea, Nq. Moreover, one also has
m¸
k1
txk, nku 
m¸
k1
1
ρ
εabpBax
k
qpBbn
k
q 
m¸
k1
1
ρ
εab

Bb
 
nkBax
k

 nkB2abx
k
	
 
m¸
k1
1
ρ
εabnkB2abx
k
 0,
which implies that
°m
k1tx
k, gnku  0 for all g P C8pΣq. By using the above
identities together with the Jacobi identity, one obtains
 
ftxi, xjutxj , nku, xk
(
 ftxi, xju
 
txj , nku, xk
(
  txj , nku
 
ftxi, xju, xk
(
 ftxi, xju
 
txk, xju, nk
(
 nk
 
xj , tftxi, xju, xku
(
 ftxi, xju
 
txk, xju, nk
(
  nk
 
ftxi, xju, txk, xju
(
 ftxi, xju
 
txk, xju, nk
(
 txk, xju
 
ftxi, xju, nk
(

 
ftxi, xjutxj , xku, nk
(
. 
Hence, one can rewrite the Codazzi-Mainardi equations for a surface in R3 as
3¸
j,k1
 
γ2pP2qik, nk
(
 0,(3.64)
and it is straight-forward to show that
3¸
i,j,k1
 
Bcx
i
 
γ2pP2qik, nk
(

1
ρ
εab∇ahbc,
thus reproducing the classical form of the Codazzi-Mainardi equations.
Is it possible to verify (3.64) directly using only Poisson algebraic manipula-
tions? It turns out that that the Codazzi-Mainardi equations in R3 is an identity
for arbitrary Poisson algebras, if one assumes that a normal vector is given by
1
2γ
εijktx
j , xkuBi.
Proposition 3.23. Let t, u be an arbitrary Poisson structure on C8pΣq. Given
x1, x2, x3 P C8pΣq it holds that
3¸
j,k,l,n1
1
2
εkln
 
γ2txi, xjutxj , xku, γ1txl, xnu
(
 0
for i  1, 2, 3, where
γ2  tx1, x2u2   tx2, x3u2   tx3, x1u2.
Proof. Let u, v, w be a cyclic permutation of 1, 2, 3. In the following we do not
sum over repeated indices u, v, w. Denoting by CMi the i’th component of the
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Codazzi-Mainardi equation, one has
CMu  
 
γ2
 
txu, xvu2   txw, xuu2

, γ1txv, xwu
(
 
 
γ2txu, xvutxv, xwu, γ1txu, xvu
(
 
 
γ2txu, xwutxw, xvu, γ1txw, xuu
(
 
 
1 γ2txv, xwu2, γ1txv, xwu
(
  γ1txu, xvu
 
γ1txv, xwu, γ1txu, xvu
(
  γ1txu, xwu
 
γ1txw, xvu, γ1txw, xuu
(

1
2
 
γ1txv, xwu, γ2
 
γ2  txv, xwu2
(
 0. 
Let us end by noting that these results generalize to arbitrary hypersurfaces in
R
n 1. Namely,
tγ2
 
xi, ~xJut~xJ , nku, xk
(
f
 tγ2
 
xi, ~xJut~xJ , xku, nk
(
f
,
pBcx
i
q
 
γ2
 
P2
ik
, nk
(
f
 
1
ρ
εaba1an2
 
∇ahbc
 
Ba1f1

  
 
Ban2fn2

,
and
εklL
 
γ2txi, ~xJut~xJ , xku, γ1txl, ~xLu
(
f
 0
for arbitrary x1, . . . , xn 1 P C8pΣq.
4. Matrix regularizations
In physics, “fuzzy spaces” have been used for a long time to regularize quantum
theories and to model non-commutativity, originating in the study of a quantum
theory of surfaces (membranes) sweeping out 3-manifolds of vanishing mean curva-
ture). The main idea was to replace smooth functions on a surface by sequences of
matrices, approximating the Poisson algebra of functions with increasing accuracy
as the matrix dimension grows. Since the expressions for geometric quantities de-
rived in Section 3 uses only the Poisson algebraic structure of the function algebra,
it is natural to study their matrix analogues in this context.
Let us start by introducing some notation. Let N1, N2, . . . be a strictly increasing
sequence of positive integers and let Tα, for α  1, 2, . . ., be linear maps from C
8
pΣq
to hermitian Nα  Nα matrices. Moreover, let ~ : R Ñ R be a strictly positive
decreasing function such that limNÑ8N~pNq converges, and set ~α  ~pNαq.
Introduce the operators
B
f
phq  tf, hu
as well as the matrix operators
Bˆ
f
αpXq 
1
i~α
rX,Tαpfqs,
and write
B
f1fk
phq  Bf1Bf2    Bfkphq
Bˆ
f1fk
α pXq  Bˆ
f1
α Bˆ
f2
α    Bˆ
fk
α pXq.
Let us now define what is meant by a matrix regularization of compact surface.
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Definition 4.1. Let N1, N2, . . . be a strictly increasing sequence of positive inte-
gers, let tTαu for α  1, 2, . . . be linear maps from C
8
pΣ,Rq to hermitian NαNα
matrices and let ~pNq be a real-valued strictly positive decreasing function such
that limNÑ8N~pNq   8. Furthermore, let ω be a symplectic form on Σ and let
t, u denote the Poisson bracket induced by ω.
If for all integers 1 ¤ l ¤ k, tTαu has the following properties for all f, f1, . . . , fk, h P
C8pΣq
lim
αÑ8
||Tαpfq||   8,(4.1)
lim
αÑ8
||Tαpfhq  TαpfqTαphq||  0,(4.2)
lim
αÑ8






Bˆ
f1fl
α
 
Tαpfq

 Tα
 
B
f1fl
pfq







 0(4.3)
lim
αÑ8
2π~αTrTαpfq 
»
Σ
fω,(4.4)
where ||  || denotes the operator norm and ~α  ~pNαq, then we call the pair pTα, ~q
a Ck-convergent matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq. If pTα, ~αq is C
k-convergent for all
k ¥ 0 then pTα, ~αq is called a smooth matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq.
In the following, when we speak of a matrix regularization without any reference
to the degree of convergence, we shall always mean a C1-convergent matrix regu-
larization.
Remark 4.2. In some cases, a C1-convergent matrix regularization is automatically
a smooth matrix regularization. For instance, if it holds that for any f, h P C8pΣq
there exists Akpf, hq P C
8
pΣq such that
1
i~α
rTαpfq, Tαphqs 
¸
k
ck,αpf, hqTα
 
Akpf, hq

,
for some ck,αpf, hq P R, then C
k-convergence implies Ck 1-convergence. The ma-
trix regularizations for the sphere and the torus in Section 4.2 both fall into this
category. Hence, they are examples of smooth matrix regularizations. Note that one
can easily destroy the smoothness of a matrix regularization by slightly deforming
it, see Example 4.16.
Definition 4.3. A sequence tfˆαu of Nα  Nα matrices converges to f (or C
0-
converges to f) if
lim
αÑ8






fˆα  Tαpfq






 0.(4.5)
Moreover, for any integer k ¥ 1, a sequence tfˆαu of NαNα matrices C
k-converges
to f if in addition
lim
αÑ8






Bˆ
f1fl
α pfˆαq  Tα
 
B
f1fl
pfq







 0,
for all 1 ¤ l ¤ k and f1, . . . , fl P C
8
pΣq. If tfˆαu is C
k-convergent for all positive k
then we say that tfˆαu is a smooth sequence.
Remark 4.4. If the matrix regularization is Ck-convergent, it is clear that the
matrix sequence Tαpfq is C
k-convergent. It is however easy to construct, even in a
smooth matrix regularization, C0-convergent sequences that are not C1-convergent;
see Example 4.15.
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Definition 4.5. A Ck-convergent matrix regularization pTα, ~q is called unital if
the sequence t1Nαu C
k-converges to the constant function 1.
Remark 4.6. Although unital matrix regularizations seem natural, and all our ex-
amples fall into this category, it is easy to construct examples of non-unital matrix
regularizations. Namely, let pTα, ~q be a matrix regularization and consider the
map T˜α defined by
T˜αpfq 





0
Tαpfq
...
0    0

Æ
Æ
Æ

.
Then pT˜α, ~q is a matrix regularization which is not unital, since
lim
αÑ8






T˜αp1q  1Nα 1






¥ 1.
Proposition 4.7. Let pTα, ~q be a unital matrix regularization. Then
lim
αÑ8
2πNα~α 
»
Σ
ω.(4.6)
Proof. Let us use formula (4.4) with f  1.
»
Σ
ω  lim
αÑ8
2π~αTrTαp1q  lim
αÑ8
2π~αTr

Tαp1q   1Nα  1Nα

 lim
αÑ8

2π~αNα   2π~αTrpTαp1q  1Nαq
	
 lim
αÑ8
2π~αNα
since
lim
αÑ8
|2π~αTrpTαp1q  1Nαq| ¤ lim
αÑ8
2π~αNα ||Tαp1q  1Nα||  0,
due to the fact that the matrix regularization is unital. 
Proposition 4.8. Let pTα, ~αq be a C
k-convergent matrix regularization and as-
sume that fˆα and hˆα C
k-converge to f, h P C8pΣq respectively. Then it holds that
afˆα  bhˆα C
k-converges to af   bh, for any a, b P R, and fˆαhˆα C
k-converges to fh.
Furthermore, it holds that
lim
αÑ8






fˆα






 lim
αÑ8
||Tαpfq||(4.7)
lim
αÑ8
2π~αTr
 
fˆαhˆα


»
Σ
fhω.(4.8)
Proof. The fact that afˆ bhˆ Ck-converges to af bh follows directly from linearity
of the maps Tα. To prove (4.7) one uses the reverse triangle inequality to deduce
lim
αÑ8



||fˆα||  ||Tαpfq||



¤ lim
αÑ8






fˆα  Tαpfq






 0,
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since fˆα is assumed to converge to f . Let us continue by proving that fˆαhˆα C
0-
converges to fh, i.e.
lim
αÑ8






fˆαhˆα  Tαpfhq






 lim
αÑ8






fˆαhˆα  fˆαTαphq   fˆαTαphq  Tαpfhq






¤ lim
αÑ8







fˆα












hˆα  Tαphq






 






fˆαTαphq  TαpfqTαphq   TαpfqTαphq  Tαpfhq






	
¤ lim
αÑ8







fˆα












hˆα  Tαphq






 






fˆα  Tαpfq






||Tαphq||   ||TαpfqTαphq  Tαpfhq||
	
 0,
since both tfˆαu and thˆαu are C
0-convergent sequences and ||fˆα|| is bounded by
(4.7). Using the face that fˆαhˆα C
0-converges to fg, it is easy to prove (4.8) by
computing
lim
αÑ8
2π~αTr fˆαhˆα  lim
αÑ8
2π~αTr
 
fˆαhˆα  Tαpfhq   Tαpfhq

 lim
αÑ8
2π~αTrTαpfhqq 
»
Σ
fhω.
Finally, we proceed by induction to show that fˆαhˆα C
k-converges to fh. Thus,
assume that, for some 0 ¤ l   k, uˆαvˆα C
l-converges to uv whenever uˆα and vˆα
Cl-converges to u and v respectively. Since
Bˆ
f1
α pfˆαhˆαq 
 
Bˆ
f1
α fˆα

hˆα   fˆαBˆ
f1
α hˆα
we can use the induction hypothesis (together with the assumption that fˆα, hˆα
Ck¡l-converges) to conclude that Bˆ
f1
α pfˆαhˆαq C
l-converges, which implies that fˆαhˆα
Cl 1-converges. Hence, it follows that fˆαhˆα C
k-converges to fh. 
The above result allows one to easily construct sequences of matrices converging to
any sum of products of functions and Poisson brackets. Namely, simply substitute
for every factor in every term of the sum, a sequence converging to that function,
where Poisson brackets of functions may be replaced by commutators of matrices.
Proposition 4.8 then guarantees that the matrix sequence obtained in this way
converges to the sum of the products of the corresponding functions, as long as the
appropriate level of convergence is assumed.
Proposition 4.9. Let pTα, ~q be a matrix regularization and let tfˆαu be a sequence
converging to f . Then limαÑ8 ||fˆα||  0 if and only if f  0.
Proof. From Proposition 4.8 it follows directly that if fˆα converges to 0 then
lim
αÑ8
||fˆα||  lim
αÑ8
||Tαp0q||  0.
Now, assume that limαÑ8 ||fˆα||  0. Then it holds that
»
f2ω  lim
αÑ8
2π~αTr fˆ
2
α ¤ lim
αÑ8
2π~αNα||fˆ
2
α|| ¤ lim
αÑ8
2π~αNα||fˆα||
2
 0,
from which we conclude that f  0. 
Proposition 4.10. Let pTα, ~q be a matrix regularization and assume that tfˆαu
Ck-converges to f . Then tfˆ :αu C
k-converges to f .
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Proof. Due to the fact that ||A||  ||A:|| one sees that
lim
αÑ8






Bˆ
f1fk
α pfˆ
:
αq  Tα
 
B
f1fk
pfq







 lim
αÑ8






Bˆ
f1fk
α pfˆ
:
αq
:
 Tα
 
B
f1fk
pfq







 lim
αÑ8






Bˆ
f1fk
α pfˆαq  Tα
 
B
f1fk
pfq







 0,
since tfˆαu C
k-converges to f . 
Proposition 4.11. Let pTα, ~q be a unital matrix regularization and assume that
f is a nowhere vanishing function and that tfˆαu C
k-converges to f . If fˆ1α exists
and ||fˆ1α || is uniformly bounded for all α, then tfˆ
1
α u C
k-converges to 1{f .
Proof. Let us first show that fˆ1α C
0-converges to 1{f ; one calculates
lim
αÑ8






fˆ1α  Tαp1{fq






¤ lim
αÑ8






fˆ1α












1Nα  fˆαTαp1{fq






 lim
αÑ8






fˆ1α












1Nα  fˆαTαp1{fq   Tαp1q  Tαp1q






¤ lim
αÑ8






fˆ1α







||1Nα  Tαp1q||  






fˆαTαp1{fq  Tαp1q






	
 0,
since the matrix regularization is unital and ||fˆ1α || is assumed to be uniformly
bounded. Let us now proceed by induction and assume that fˆ1α is C
l-convergent
(0 ¤ l   k). For arbitrary h P C8pΣq it holds that
rfˆ1α , Tαphqs  fˆ
1
α rfˆα, Tαphqsfˆ
1
α ,
and since fˆα is C
k-convergent, the above sequence is Cl-convergent by Proposition
4.8 which implies that fˆ1α is C
l 1-convergent. Hence, it follows by induction that
fˆ1α is C
k-convergent. 
4.1. Discrete curvature and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. Let us now con-
sider a surface Σ embedded in M via the embedding coordinates x1, . . . , xm, with
a symplectic form
ω  ρpu1, u2qdu1 ^ du2,
inducing the Poisson bracket tf, hu  1
ρ
εabpBafqpBbhq, and let pTα, ~αq be a matrix
regularization of pΣ, ωq. Furthermore, we let tγˆαu be a C
2-convergent sequence
converging to γ 
?
g{ρ (and we assume that tγˆ1α u exists and converges to 1{γ),
and we set X iα  Tαpx
i
q as well as N iAα  Tαpn
i
Aq for i  1, . . . ,m. Moreover,
given the metric g¯ij and the Christoffel symbols Γ¯
i
jk of M , we let tGˆij,αu and
tΓˆijk,αu denote sequences converging to g¯ij and Γ
i
jk respectively. To avoid excess of
notation, we shall often suppress the index α whenever all matrices are considered
at a fixed (but arbitrary) α.
Since most formulas in Section 3 are expressed in terms of the tensors P ij and
pSAq
i
j (in the case of surfaces), we introduce their matrix analogues
Pˆ ij 
1
i~
rX i, Xj
1
sGˆj1j
pSˆAq
i
j 
1
i~
rX i, N
j1
A sGˆj1j  
1
i~
rXj, XksΓˆj
1
klN
l
AGˆj1j ,
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as well as their squares
pPˆ2qij  pPˆ
i
kq
:Pˆkj and pSˆ
2
Aq
i
j  pSˆA
i
kq
:SˆA
k
j ,
and corresponding trace
ptr Pˆ2 
m¸
i1
pPˆ
2
q
i
i and ptr Sˆ
2
A 
m¸
i1
pSˆ
2
Aq
i
i.
(The ordinary trace of a matrixX will be denoted by TrX .) From Proposition 4.8 it
follows that one can easily construct matrix sequences converging to the geometric
objects in Section 3, as long as the appropriate type of convergence is assumed.
Let us illustrate this by investigating matrix sequences related to the curvature of
Σ and the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
Definition 4.12. Let pTα, ~q be a matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq, let K be the
Gaussian curvature of Σ and let χ be the Euler characteristic of Σ.. A Discrete
Curvature of Σ is a matrix sequence tKˆ1, Kˆ2, Kˆ3, . . .u converging to K, and a Dis-
crete Euler Characteristic of Σ is a sequence tχˆ1, χˆ2, χˆ3, . . .u such that lim
αÑ8
χˆα  χ.
From the classical Gauss-Bonnet theorem, it is immediate to derive a discrete ana-
logue for matrix regularizations.
Theorem 4.13. Let pTα, ~q be a matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq, and let tKˆ1, Kˆ2, . . .u
be a discrete curvature of Σ. Then the sequence χˆ1, χˆ2, . . . defined by
χˆα  ~αTr

γˆαKˆα

,(4.9)
is a discrete Euler characteristic of Σ.
Proof. To prove the statement, we compute limαÑ8 χˆα and show that it is equal
to χpΣq. Thus
lim
αÑ8
χˆα  lim
αÑ8
1
2π
2π~αTr

γˆαKˆα

,
and by using Proposition 4.8 we can write
lim
αÑ8
χˆα 
1
2π
»
Σ
K
?
g
ρ
ω 
1
2π
»
Σ
K
?
g
ρ
ρdudv 
1
2π
»
Σ
K
?
gdudv  χpΣq,
where the last equality is the classical Gauss-Bonnet theorem. 
Theorem 4.14. Let pTα, ~q be a unital matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq and let
Rˆijkl, for each i, j, k, l  1, . . . ,m, be a sequence converging to the component of
the curvature tensor of M . Then the sequence Kˆ defined by
Kˆ  γˆ4pPˆ2qikpPˆ2qjlRˆijkl 
1
2
p¸
A1
 
γˆ:

1 
ptr Sˆ2A

γˆ1,
is a discrete curvature of Σ. Thus, a discrete Euler characteristic is given by
χˆ  ~Tr
 
γˆ3pPˆ2qikpPˆ2qjlRˆijkl


~
2
p¸
A1
Tr

γˆ1 ptr Sˆ2A

.(4.10)
Proof. By using the way of constructing matrix sequences given through Proposi-
tion 4.8, the result follows immediately from Theorem 3.7. 
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In the case M  Rm it follows from the results in Section 3.4 that when pTα, ~q is
a C2-convergent matrix regularization, then the sequence
Kˆα 
1
~4α
m¸
j,k,l1

1
2
 
γˆ:α

2
rXjα, X
k
αs, X
k
α

rXjα, X
l
αs, X
l
α

γˆ2α

1
4
 
γˆ:α

2
rXjα, X
k
αs, X
l
α

rXjα, X
k
αs, X
l
α

γˆ2α

.
(4.11)
converges to the Gaussian curvature of Σ.
4.2. Two simple examples.
4.2.1. The round fuzzy sphere. For the sphere embedded in R3 as
~x  px1, x2, x3q  pcosϕ sin θ, sinϕ sin θ, cos θq(4.12)
with the induced metric
pgabq 

1 0
0 sin2 θ


,(4.13)
it is well known that one can construct a matrix regularization from representations
of sup2q. Namely, let S1, S2, S3 be hermitian N N matrices such that rS
j , Sks 
iǫjklS
l, pS1q2   pS2q2   pS3q2  pN2  1q{4, and define
X i 
2
?
N2  1
Si.(4.14)
Then there exists a map T pNq (which can be defined through expansion in spherical
harmonics) such that T pNqpxiq  X i and pT pNq, ~  2{
?
N2  1q is a unital matrix
regularization of pS2,
?
gdθ ^ dϕq [GH82]. A unit normal of the sphere in R3 is
given by N P TR3 with N  xiBi, which gives N
i
 X i, and one can compute the
discrete curvature as
KˆN  
1
~2
m¸
i j1
TrrX i, Xjs2  1N(4.15)
which gives the discrete Euler characteristic
χˆN  ~Tr KˆN  ~N 
2N
?
N2  1
,(4.16)
converging to 2 as N Ñ8.
4.2.2. The fuzzy Clifford torus. The Clifford torus in S3 can be regarded as em-
bedded in R4 through
~x  px1, x2, x3, x4q 
1
?
2
pcosϕ1, sinϕ1, cosϕ2, sinϕ2q,
with the induced metric
pgabq 
1
2

1 0
0 1


,
and two orthonormal vectors, normal to the tangent plane of the surface in TR4,
can be written as
N

 x1B1   x
2
B2  x
3
B3  x
4
B4.
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To construct a matrix regularization for the Clifford torus, one considers the NN
matrices g and h with non-zero elements
gkk  ω
k1 for k  1, . . . , N
hk,k 1  1 for k  1, . . . , N  1
hN,1  1,
where ω  exppi2θq and θ  π{N . These matrices satisfy the relation hg  ωgh.
The map T pNq is then defined on the Fourier modes
Y~m  e
i~m~ϕ
 eim1ϕ1 im2ϕ2
as
T pNqpY~mq  ω
1
2
m1m2gm1hm2 ,
and the pair pT pNq, ~  sin θq is a unital matrix regularization of the Clifford torus
with respect to
?
gdϕ1^ dϕ2 [FFZ89, Hop89]. Thus, using this map one finds that
X1  T px1q 
1
?
2
T pcosϕ1q 
1
2
?
2
pg:   gq
X2  T px2q 
1
?
2
T psinϕ1q 
i
2
?
2
pg:  gq
X3  T px3q 
1
?
2
T pcosϕ2q 
1
2
?
2
ph:   hq
X4  T px4q 
1
?
2
T psinϕ2q 
i
2
?
2
ph:  hq
which implies that N1

 X1, N2

 X2, N3

 X3 and N4

 X4. By a
straightforward computation one obtains

1
~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, Xjs2  21
and therefore
1
2~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, N
j
 
srXj, N i
 
s  
1
2~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, Xjs2  1,
and since rX1, X2s  rX3, X4s  0 it follows that
1
2~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, N
j

srXj, N i

s 
1
2~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, Xjs2  1.
This implies that the discrete curvature vanishes, i.e.
KˆN 
1
2~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, N
j
 
srXj, N i
 
s  
1
2~2
4¸
i,j1
rX i, N
j

srXj, N i

s  1 1  0,
which immediately gives χˆN  0.
The following two examples will show that even in the smooth matrix regular-
ization of the torus it is easy to find sequences that are not smooth, and that the
regularization can be deformed into a non-smooth matrix regularization.
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Example 4.15. Let pTα, ~αq be the matrix regularization of the Clifford torus as
in Section 4.2.2. For each N , define the matrix
θˆ  diagp~s, 0, . . . , 0q,
for some fixed 0   s ¤ 1. Clearly, it holds that
lim
αÑ8






θˆ  Tαp0q






 lim
αÑ8






θˆ






 0,
i.e. θˆ C0-converges to 0. Let us show that θˆ does not C1-converge to 0. If θˆ
C1-converges to 0, then it must hold that
lim
αÑ8








1
i~
rθˆ, Tαpfqs  Tα
 
t0, fu









 lim
αÑ8








1
i~
rθˆ, Tαpfqs








 0
for all f P C8pΣq. For H  2
?
2T
pNqpx
3
q  h   h: one computes the eigenvalues
of A  1
i~
rθˆ, Hs to be
λ1  i
?
2~s1 λ2  i
?
2~s1 λ3      λN  0.
Hence, the norm of A does not tend to 0, which implies that θˆ is not C1-convergent.
Example 4.16. Let pTα, ~αq be the matrix regularization of the Clifford torus as
in Section 4.2.2. For each N , define the matrix
θˆ  diagp~s, 0, . . . , 0q,
for some fixed 1   s ¤ 2. Let us now deform the fuzzy torus to obtain a C1-
convergent matrix regularization that is not C2-convergent. Defining
Sαpfq  Tαpfq   µpfqθˆ,
where µ : C8pΣq Ñ R is an arbitrary linear functional, one can readily check that
pSα, ~αq is a C
1-convergent matrix regularization of the Clifford torus. Let us now
prove that pSα, ~αq is not a C
2-convergent matrix regularization, and let us for
definiteness choose µ to be the evaluation map at ϕ1  ϕ2  0.
In a C2-convergent matrix regularization it holds that
lim
αÑ8









1
~2

rSαpuq, Sαpvqs, Sαpwq

 Sα
 
ttu, vu, wu









 0,
for all u, v, w P C8pΣq. Choosing u  2
?
2 cosϕ2 and v  w  2
?
2 sinϕ2 gives
Sαpuq  h
:
  h  2
?
2θˆ, Sαpvq  iph
:
 hq and tu, vu  0. Thus
lim
αÑ8









1
~2

rSαpuq, Sαpvqs, Sαpwq

 Sα
 
ttu, vu, wu









 lim
αÑ8
2
?
2
~2







rθˆ, iph:  hqs, iph:  hq







 lim
αÑ8
2
?
2
 
2 
?
6

~
s2,
which does not converge to 0. Hence, pSα, ~αq is a C
1-convergent, but not C2-
convergent, matrix regularization of the Clifford torus.
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4.3. Axially symmetric surfaces in R3. Recall the classical description of gen-
eral axially symmetric surfaces:
~x 
 
fpuq cos v, fpuq sin v, hpuq

(4.17)
~n 
1
a
h1puq2   f 1puq2
 
h1puq cos v, h1puq sin v,f 1puq

,
which implies
 
gab



f 12   h12 0
0 f2


 
hab


1
a
h12   f 12

h1f2  h2f 1 0
0 fh1


,
where hab are the components of the second fundamental form. The Euler charac-
teristic can be computed as
χ 
1
2π
»
K
?
g  
» u
 
u

h1
 
h1f2  h2f 1

 
f 12   h12
3{2
du  
f 1
a
f 12   h12





u
 
u

,(4.18)
which is equal to zero for tori (due to periodicity) and equal to  2 for spherical
surfaces (f 1pu

q  	8 if u  h).
While a general procedure for constructing matrix analogues of surfaces embed-
ded in R3 was obtained in [ABH 09b, ABH 09a] (cp. also [Arn08b]), let us restrict
now to hpuq  u  z, hence describe the axially symmetric surface Σ as a level set,
C  0, of
Cp~xq 
1
2
 
x2   y2  f2pzq

,(4.19)
to carry out the construction in detail, and make the resulting formulas explicit.
Defining
tF p~xq, Gp~xquR3  ∇C 
 
∇F ∇G

,(4.20)
one has
tx, yu  ff 1pzq, ty, zu  x, tz, xu  y,(4.21)
respectively
rX,Y s  i~ff 1pZq, rY, Zs  i~X, rZ,Xs  i~Y(4.22)
for the “quantized” (“non-commutative”) surface. In terms of the parametrization
given in (4.17), the above Poisson bracket is equivalent to
tF pu, vq, Gpu, vqu  εab
 
BaF
 
BbG

(4.23)
where B1  Bv and B2  Bu. By finding matrices of increasing dimension satisfying
(4.22), one can construct a map Tα having the properties (4.2) and (4.3) of a matrix
regularization restricted to polynomial functions in x, y, z (cp. [Arn08a]).
For the round 2-sphere, fpzq  1 z2, (4.22) gives the Lie algebra sup2q, and its
celebrated irreducible representations satisfy
X2   Y 2   Z2  1 if ~ 
2
?
N2  1
.(4.24)
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When f is arbitrary, one can still find finite dimensional representations of (4.22)
as follows: rewrite (4.22) as
rZ,W s  ~W(4.25)
rW,W :s  2~ff 1pZq(4.26)
implying that zizj  ~ wheneverWij  0 and Z diagonal. AssumingW  X iY
with non-zero matrix elements Wk,k 1  wk for k  1, . . . , N  1, one thus obtains
(with w0  wN  0)
Zkk 
~
2
 
N   1 2k

w2k  w
2
k1  2~ff
1
 
~pN   1 2kq{2

 Qk,
which implies that
w2k 
k¸
l1
Ql
and the only non-trivial problem is to find the analogue of (4.24). To this end,
define
fˆ2  X2   Y 2 
1
2
 
WW :  W :W

,(4.27)
withW given as above. As Z has pairwise different eigenvalues, the diagonal matrix
given in (4.27) can be thought of as a function of Z; hence as fˆ2pZq. It then trivially
holds that
Cˆ  X2   Y 2  fˆ2pZq  0,(4.28)
for the representation defined above. The quantization of ~ comes through the
requirement that fˆ2 should correspond to f2. While for the round 2-sphere fˆ2
equals f2, provided ~ is chosen as in (4.24), it is easy to see that in general they
can not coincide, as
rX2   Y 2fpZq2,W s  rpWW :  W :W q{2 fpZq2,W s

1
2
W rW :,W s  
1
2
rW :,W sW  fpZqrfpZq,W s  rfpZq,W sfpZq
     fpZq
 
~f 1pZqW  rfpZq,W s

 
 
~f 1pZqW  rfpZq,W s

fpZq
with off-diagonal elements
 
fpzkq   fpzk1q
 
~f 1pzkq  pfpzkq  fpzk1qq

that are in general non-zero (hence X2 Y 2  f2pZq is usually not even a Casimir,
except in leading order).
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How it does work is perhaps best illustrated by a non-trivial example, fpzq 
1 z4:
w2k 
~
4
2

pN   1q3k  3pN   1q2kpk   1q (4.29)
2pN   1qkpk   1qp2k   1q  2k2pk   1q2
	
fˆ2k 
1
2
pw2k   w
2
k1q 
~
4
4

pN   1q3p2k  1q  6pN   1q2k2
  4pN   1qkp2k2   1q  4k2pk2   1q
	
(note that w20  w
2
N  0 is explicit in (4.29)) so that
 
X2   Y 2   Z4

kk
 ~
4

pN   1q4
16

pN   1q3
4
  kpN   1q  k2

.(4.30)
Expressing the last two terms via Z2 (note that the cancellation of k3 and k4 terms
shows the absence of Z3 and higher corrections) one finds
X2   Y 2   Z4   ~2Z2  ~4
pN   1q2
16

pN   1q2  4pN   1q   4
	
1
 ~
4 pN
2
 1q2
16
1,
which equals 1 if ~ is chosen as 2{
?
N2  1. Note that this is the same expression
for ~ then for the round sphere, f2  1 z2 (cp. (4.24)).
A more elegant way to derive the quantum Casimir (cp. also [Roc91, GPS09])
Q  X2   Y 2   Z4   ~2Z2(4.31)
is to calculate
rX2   Y 2   Z4,W s  rpWW :  W :W q{2  Z4,W s
     ~
2
rW,Z2s,
which determines the terms proportional to ~ in the Casimir.
Due to the general formula
Kˆ  
1
8~4
εjklεipqpγˆ
:
q
2

X i, rXk, X ls

Xj , rXp, Xqs

γˆ2(4.32)
one obtains, for the axially symmetric surfaces discussed above,
Kˆ  γˆ2

pff 1q2pZq  
1
2~
rW, ff 1pZqsW :  
1
2~
W :rW, ff 1pZqs


γˆ2(4.33)
with
γˆ2 
1
2
 
WW :  W :W

  pff 1q2pZq  fpZq2
 
f 1pZq2   1

 Op~q,(4.34)
giving
Kˆ  
 
f 1pZq2   1

2
fpZq1f2pZq  Op~q(4.35)
and for fpzq2  1 z4 one has
Kˆ 
 
4Z6   1 Z4

2 
6Z2  2Z6

 Op~q(4.36)
γˆ2  1 Z4   4Z6  Op~q.(4.37)
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Note that (cp. (4.25)) zj  zj1  ~ for arbitrary f , and that (due to the axial
symmetry) Kˆ and γˆ2 are diagonal matrices, so that
χˆ  ~Tr
 
a
γˆ2Kˆ

,
in this case simply being a Riemann sum approximation of
³
K
?
g, indeed converges
to 2, the Euler characteristic of spherical surfaces.
4.4. A bound on the eigenvalues of the matrix Laplacian. As we have shown,
many of the objects in differential geometry can be expressed in terms of Nambu
brackets. Let us now illustrate, in the case of surfaces, that some of the techniques
used to prove classical theorems can be implemented for matrix regularizations.
In particular, let us prove that a lower bound on the discrete Gaussian curvature
induces a lower bound for the eigenvalues of the discrete Laplacian. For simplicity,
we shall consider the case when M  Rm and, in the following, all repeated indices
are assumed to be summed over the range 1, . . . ,m.
Let us start by introducing the matrix analogue of the operator Di:
DˆiαpXq 
1
i~α
γˆ1α rX,X
i
αs.
These operators obey a rule of “partial integration”, namely
Tr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αpXqY

 Tr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αpY qX

,(4.38)
which is in analogy with the fact that
»
Σ
 
γDipfqh

ω  
»
Σ
 
γDiphqf

ω.
In view of Proposition 3.18, it is natural to make the following definition:
Definition 4.17. Let pTα, ~αq be a matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq. The Discrete
Laplacian on Σ is a sequence t∆ˆαu of linear maps defined as
∆ˆαpXq  Dˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpXq  
1
~2α
γˆ1α

γˆ1α rX,X
j
αs, X
j
α

,
where X is a Nα  Nα matrix. An eigenmatrix sequence of ∆ˆα is a convergent
sequence tuˆαu such that ∆ˆαpuˆαq  λαuˆα for all α and lim
αÑ8
λα  λ.
Proposition 4.18. A C2-convergent eigenmatrix sequence of ∆ˆα converges to an
eigenfunction of ∆ with eigenvalue λ  lim
αÑ8
λα.
Proof. Given the assumption that uˆα is a C
2-convergent matrix sequence converg-
ing to u, we want to prove that ∆uλu  0. By Proposition 4.10 this is equivalent
to proving that limαÑ8 ||Tαp∆u λuq||  0. One obtains
lim
αÑ8
||Tαp∆u  λuq||  lim
αÑ8






Tαp∆uq  ∆ˆαuˆα   ∆ˆαuˆα  λTαpuq   λuˆα  λuˆα






¤ lim
αÑ8







Tαp∆uq  ∆ˆαuˆα






  |λ| ||Tαpuq   uˆα||  






∆ˆαuˆα  λuˆα








 lim
αÑ8






∆ˆαuˆα  λuˆα






¤ lim
αÑ8







∆ˆαuˆα  λαuˆα






  |λ λα| ||uˆα||
	
 0,
since ∆ˆαuˆα  λαuˆα  0 and λα converges to λ. 
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The way curvature is introduced in the classical proof of the bound on the eigen-
values, is through the commutation of covariant derivatives. Let us state the cor-
responding result for matrix regularizations.
Proposition 4.19. Let pTα, ~αq be a C
2-convergent matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq.
If tuˆαu is a C
3-convergent matrix sequence then
lim
αÑ8






DˆiαpuˆαqDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq  Dˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
 vDˆiα, Dˆ
j
αwpuˆαqDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq   KˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq






 0,
where v, w denotes the commutator with respect to composition of maps.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Proposition 3.19 and Proposition 4.8.
Note that in the case of surfaces it holds that Rab  Kgab, whereK is the Gaussian
curvature of Σ. 
A useful corollary is the following:
Proposition 4.20. Let pTα, ~αq be a C
2-convergent matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq.
If tuˆαu is a C
2-convergent matrix sequence then
lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	

lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq  γˆαKˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
Proof. It follows from Proposition 4.19 that for a C3-convergent sequence uˆα it
holds that
lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq  γˆαDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
 γˆαvDˆ
i
α, Dˆ
j
αwpuˆαqDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq   γˆαKˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
 0.
Due to the appearance of a trace, the above holds even for C2-convergent sequences,
since e.g.
~αTr γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq  ~αTr γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq,
and the latter expression only requires C2-convergence. Thus, one obtains
lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
 lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
  γˆαvDˆ
i
α, Dˆ
j
αwpuˆαqDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq  γˆαKˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
 lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq  γˆαKˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
,
by using equation (4.38). 
Proposition 4.21. Let pTα, ~αq be a matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq. If tuˆαu is a
C2-convergent matrix sequence then
lim
αÑ8
~αTr

DˆiαDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
¥
1
2
lim
αÑ8
~αTr
 
∆ˆαpuˆαq
2
.
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Proof. By using the fact that |∇2u|2 ¥ 1
2
p∆uq2 (for 2-dimensional manifolds) one
obtains
lim
αÑ8
~αTr

DˆiαDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	

1
2π
»
Σ
|∇2u|2ω ¥
1
4π
»
Σ
p∆uq2ω
 lim
αÑ8
1
2
~αTr
 
∆ˆαpuˆαq
2
,
since uˆα is assumed to C
2-converge to u. 
Theorem 4.22. Let pTα, ~αq be a C
2-convergent matrix regularization of pΣ, ωq and
let tuˆαu be a C
2-convergent eigenmatrix sequence of ∆ˆα with eigenvalues tλαu.
If Kˆα ¥ κ1Nα for some κ P R and all α ¡ α0, then lim
αÑ8
λα ¥ 2κ.
Proof. Let tuˆαu be a hermitian eigenmatrix sequence of ∆ˆα with eigenvalues tλαu.
First, one rewrites
Tr γˆα∆ˆαpuˆαq
2
 Tr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq

 λαTr
 
uˆαγˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαq

 λαTr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq

.
(4.39)
Then, one makes use of Proposition 4.20 to write
lim
αÑ8
~αTr γˆα∆ˆαpuˆαq
2
  lim
αÑ8
~αTr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq

 lim
αÑ8
~αTr

 γˆαDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq   γˆαKˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
 lim
αÑ8
~αTr

γˆαDˆ
j
αDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αDˆ
j
αpuˆαq   γˆαKˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq
	
.
Using the assumption that Kˆα ¥ κ1 together with Proposition 4.21 one obtains
lim
αÑ8
~αTr γˆα∆ˆαpuˆαq
2
¥ lim
αÑ8
~αTr

1
2
γˆα∆ˆαpuˆαq
2
  κγˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq


 lim
αÑ8

1
2
λα   κ


~αTr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq

,
where (4.39) has been used. One can now compare the above inequality with (4.39)
to obtain
1
2
pλ 2κq lim
αÑ8
~αTr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq

¥ 0.
Since
lim
αÑ8
~αTr
 
γˆαDˆ
i
αpuˆαqDˆ
i
αpuˆαq


1
2π
»
Σ
γ|∇u|2ω ¥ 0,
due to the fact that γ is a positive function, it follows that λ ¥ 2κ. 
Although the above proof depends on the fact that the matrix regularization is
associated to a surface (and therefore, the results of differential geometry can be
employed), we believe that, under suitable conditions on the matrix algebra, there
exists a proof that is independent of this correspondence.
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